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In the next issue we have product reviews on articulated rough terrain boom lifts and crawler cranes as well as
previewing the SAIE show in Bologna, Italy and seeing what's new in the outrigger mats and trackway sector.
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Dangerous times 
for manufacturers 

Most crane and access producers are currently

experiencing the very best of times. Order

books are strong with some crane models

scheduled out to 2010 with no let-up in sight. Aerial lift producers are also 

reporting record demand, but in reality delivery times for many models are 

showing some signs of easing. At the same time the telehandler market -

although growing worldwide - has fallen sharply in North America.

So at the moment everything in the garden could hardly be rosier. However, a

sellers market can be a very dangerous time for manufacturers. An arrogance or

attitude towards customers and the market can creep in and blight a company's

culture permanently. For others it simply brings out their true colours.

The most obvious area is when manufacturers exploit strong demand by 

increasing prices well beyond what is considered to be fair. This is by no means

the most damaging practice. Far worse is when companies start to get heavy

handed in areas like credit control and changing long agreed terms and practices

on the basis of 'if you don't like it go somewhere else'. 

It can also move into events and expenditure with managers saying why bother

hosting that or why bother supporting this event when we can't deliver until next

year? This arrogance can be hard to shift and is highly damaging when times

change and rest assured they will change as this is still a cyclical business.

Current market conditions mean that eager new players from emerging markets

such as China, who would otherwise find it very expensive and difficult to gain a

foothold, have a better chance of establishing themselves. This can be accelerat-

ed dramatically if a regular supplier has developed a high-handed attitude.

When the cycle does change it can happen frighteningly fast with order books

evaporating overnight and inventory suddenly piling up. It is at times like this that

the buyer will then remember and act upon a manufacturer's attitude to him or

towards his market during the boom times.

Mark Darwin
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